
Patchhero user manual. 
V1.2 
 
Welcome to Patchhero and thanks for downloading the app! 

Patchhero is the missing screen for your Sequential OB6 or Sequential Prophet 6 
synthesiser, allowing you to name, categorise, and filter patches. 

Review the conventions used in this manual and then follow the quick start guide. 
Once connected explore the Panel and Filter tabs. 

For support contact hello@patchhero.app 

 

ATTENTION!: Patchhero writes directly to your instrument’s memory when naming 
and setting the category of patches. The app has been subjected to thorough 
internal and external beta testing but please be aware this is a version 1 release. It’s 
advised to make regular backups of your most important sounds. See p.64 of the 
OB6 manual or p.62 of the Prophet 6 manual. Also see this tutorial on sending and 
receiving MIDI SysEx data on a PC or Mac https://bit.ly/3eDgRca.  
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1. Conventions in this manual 

iPhone refers to the iOS device you’re using. iPads are compatible but only iPhones 
are referred to for convenience. 

The app refers to the Patchhero app running on your iPhone. 

OB6/P6 refers to the instrument that you’re using with the app. The Sequential OB6 
and Sequential Prophet 6 are currently supported. 

USB camera adaptor refers to the Apple Lightning to USB Camera Adapter, or 
equivalent products including Apple’s own ealier iterations such as the Apple iPad 
Camera Connection Kit. 

USB MIDI interface refers to any MIDI interface that routes MIDI messages via USB-A 
and standard MIDI DIN sockets. The Roland UM-ONE and the iConnectivity mio are 
examples. 

Bluetooth MIDI adaptor refers to any MIDI interface that routes MIDI messages 
wirelessly over Bluetooth via standard MIDI DIN sockets and nearby Bluetooth 
enabled devices such as your iPhone. The Yamaha MDBT01 Wireless Bluetooth MIDI 
Adaptor and the Roland WM-1 Wireless MIDI Adaptor are examples. 

A button on your OB6/P6 is stylised like this [GLOBALS], [MIDI Channel 2] etc. 

Any UI elements in the app are stylised like this [Settings/Model] [Panel/Next] etc. 



Any paramter values of your OB6/P6 or the app, or messages that might be displayed 
by the app, are shown in quotation marks. “No connection” or “USB” for example. 

2. Quick Start 

Physical connection 

Connect the app and your OB6/P6 via a USB camera adaptor either directly to your 
OB6/P6’s USB port or to a USB MIDI interface that your OB6/P6 is connected to using 
its MIDI DIN sockets. 

Remote connection 

A remote connection can be made between the app and a Bluetooth MIDI adaptor. 
The adaptor should be connected to your OB6/P6 using its MIDI DIN sockets. See 
your adaptor’s instructions for any setup or configuration specific to it. 

For details of making a network connection using RTP-MIDI please see Chapter 10. 
RTP-MIDI 

Instrument settings 

The following globals settings on your OB6/P6 are necessary. All are from the top 
row, ie the [GLOBALS] button should be illuminated red with a single press, not yellow. 
In each case use [Increment] and [Decrement] to select the value of the parameter 
being changed. 

[MIDI Channel 2] set as required. If you set the channel to “ALL” the app must be set 
to MIDI channel 1. See Chapter 5. Settings. 

[MIDI Control 7] set to “On”. 

[MIDI SysEx 8] set to “USB” or “MIDI” (displayed as “USb“ and “Nid” respectively) 
depending on how you’ve connected the app and your OB6/P6. 

[MIDI Out 9] set to “both” (displayed as “btH”) 

App settings 

In [Settings/Instrument/Model] select the model of your instrument. The OB6 and 
Prophet 6 are currently supported. See Chapter 5. Settings. 



In [Settings/Instrument/MIDI channel] set the app’s MIDI channel to match the MIDI 
channel of your OB6/P6. See Chapter 5. Settings. 

If you’re using MIDI over Bluetooth, tap [Settings/Instrument/Find Bluetooth]. You 
should see your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor named in a list. Tap on it to make your 
iPhone aware of the interface. The status should read “Connected” rather than “Not 
connected” or “Offline”. See Chapter 4. Connecting. 

Connect 

Tap [Settings/Instrument/Connect]. You should see a list containing one or more of 
the following: 

• A reference to your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor 
• The name of your instrument if you’re connected directly via USB and a USB camera 

adaptor 
• The name of your USB MIDI interface if you are connected via a USB MIDI interface 

and a USB camera adaptor 
• A reference to an RTP-MIDI session. “Network Session 1” for example. See Chapter 

10. RTP-MIDI. 

Tap the device by which you want to connect. You should see a confirmation that you 
have connected and a second confirmation that your OB6/P6 has been found. See 
Chapter 4. Connecting. 

Sync the database 

Tap [Settings/Database/Sync]. A dialog will appear saying “Waiting for SysEx”. 

On your OB6/P6 press [GLOBALS] twice so that it is illuminated amber, the bottom 
row of parameters. 

Press [Pgm Dump 8]. Use [Increment] and [Decrement] to select ALL. The [Write] 
button should be flashing red. Press it to send the contents of your OB6/P6s memory 
to the app. 

The dialog box will update as the patches arrive. You will also see a counter 
increment on your OB6/P6’s display. When it is finished, the dialog will read “Waiting 
for SysEx” again. You can now tap [Done] and syncing is complete. 

The fastest way to sync the database is by connecting your OB6/P6 directly to your 
iPhone via USB and a USB camera adaptor. 



See Chapter 6. Syncing the database. 

You’re done! 

You’re now set up to use the app. Tap on the [Panel] tab to navigate, organise and edit 
the names and categories of patches. See Chapter 7. Panel. Tap on the [Filter] tab to 
set which patches should be included in the filter. See Chapter 8. Filter. This is 
activated by tapping the [Filter] button in the [Panel] tab. 

3. Key Concepts 

The app has three views: Panel, Filter, and Settings. 

The Settings view, accessed by tapping the [Settings] tab, allows you to connect to 
available MIDI sources and your OB6/P6, manage your patch database, and configure 
various preferences. About, Support and Legal pages can also be found in Settings. 
See Chapter 5. Settings. 

The Filter view, accessed by tapping the [Filter] tab, allows you select which patch 
categories to include or exclude from the category filter, available in the Panel view 
(orange and red buttons). Additional functions relating to filtering are also found here 
(green buttons). See Chapter 8. Filter. 

The Panel view, accessed by tapping the [Panel] tab, shows the current patch, patch 
number, and category. From this view you can navigate patches, name or rename 
them, and set the category to which they belong. See Chapter 9. Editing. Patches can 
be marked as favourites and the filter turned on or off. See Chapter 7. Panel. 

 

The app uses a database to track the current patches on your OB6/P6. 

The app maintains a database of the names and categories of the patches currently 
on your OB6/P6. Whilst the current patch name and category are pulled from your 
OB6/P6 as you navigate patches, the database is used to allow you to organise and 
filter those patches. 



The database must be kept in sync. If it’s out of sync, filtering will not be accurate and 
so will be less useful. What’s found on your OB6/P6 will always beat what’s found in 
the database. The app will never overwrite patches on your OB6/P6 with the contents 
of the database without asking for your permission, and detailing the changes it’s 
trying to make. See Chapter 6. Syncing the database. 

The database might go out of sync with your OB6/P6 because you transfer, delete or 
edit patches outside of the app. You might rename a patch using the official 
Sequential patch editor, for example. 

Patch categories. 

Each patch has a sound category such as bass, pad, brass, or evolving. 

The categories available match those provided in the official desktop patch editor 
developed and sold by Soundtower Inc. Given that piece of software is officially 
endorsed by Sequential, it’s assumed these are the official list of categories. 

A forthcoming version of the app will allow the user to define their own categories, or 
implement tags. 

Some of the factory patches are named in a way that appears to contradict the given 
sound category. For example, factory patch 508 Mono Lead is named as a lead sound 
but has the category organ. Rather than this being an error, it’s assumed the intention 
here is that the name and sound category provide the opportunity to define the patch 
by two categories. 

A forthcoming version of the app wll allow the user to search for patches by name. 

Bi-directional MIDI. 

The app relies on a bi-directional MIDI connection between itself and your OB6/P6. 
See Chapter 4. Connecting. You can connect via USB using a USB camera adaptor, or 
via MIDI DIN with a USB MIDI interface in combination with a USB camera adaptor or 
via Bluetooth with a Bluetooth MIDI adaptor (Yamaha MD-BT01, Roland WM-1, etc), or 
you can connect over WiFi if your iPhone and computer are on the same network and 
your OB6/P6 is connected to that computer via USB, or a USB MIDI interface. For the 
latter, an RTP-MIDI session must be active and the use of additional software running 
on the computer is required. See Chapter 10. RTP-MIDI. 

A forthcoming version of the app will allow an offline mode where the app won’t be 
able to remote control your OB6/P6 but you can still search and filter the current 
assumed patches on your OB6/P6 for manual selection on it. 



The app fetches the name and category of the current patch, and edits the name and 
category of the current patch, using MIDI system exclusive messages (SysEx). The 
app changes patches on your OB6/P6, or responds to patch changes made on your 
OB6/P6, using MIDI bank select and program change commands. 

The app and your OB6/P6 should be set to the same MIDI channel. This can done in 
[Settings/Instrument/MIDI channel]. See Chapter 5. Settings. 

Specific settings for various global parameters should be made on your OB6/P6 
depending on how it’s connected to the app. See Chapter 4. Connecting: Setting up 
your OB6/P6 and the app to work together. 

4. Connecting 

First make a physical connection if applicable between the app and your OB6/P6. To 
use RTP-MIDI see Chapter 10. RTP-MIDI. 

Below: MIDI DIN with a USB MIDI interface in combination with a USB camera adaptor 

 

Below: MIDI DIN via Bluetooth with a Bluetooth MIDI adaptor  



 

Below: MIDI over USB using a USB camera adaptor 



 

Below: RTP-MIDI over WiFi. OB6 and laptop connected via USB. See Chapter 10. RTP-MIDI. 



 

Connecting your OB6/P6 directly. 

You can connect the app directly to your OB6/P6 via a USB camera adaptor either 
using USB or MIDI with a USB MIDI interface. Here’s an example. 

Initially [Settings/Instrument/Connect] will display “No connection”. 

 

If your OB6/P6 is not physically connected to your iPhone, it will not appear in the list 
of available devices to connect to, shown by tapping [Settings/Instrument/Connect]. 

 



Physically connect your OB6/P6 to your iPhone (as pictured previously). If your 
OB6/P6 is recognised as a USB device you will see a confirmation. This does not 
mean you are connected yet. It just means that your OB6/P6 is now available to 
connect to. It has been added to the list of available devices. Tap its name in the list 
to connect. 

 

You should see a dialog box confirming you have successfully connected to your 
OB6/P6. The app then queries your OB6/P6 to check it’s who it’s supposed to be, and 
that the app is set up correctly. If there are any errors they will be reported at this 
step. 

 

A successful connection will be shown both beside the 
[Settings/Instrument/Connect] menu item and also in the corner of the [Display] of 
the [Panel] tab. 

Connecting your OB6/P6 via a Bluetooth MIDI adaptor. 



The first time you try to use MIDI over Bluetooth your iPhone will ask for permission. 
Tap “OK” if you want to use MIDI over Bluetooth. 

 

You can connect the app remotely to your OB6/P6 using MIDI over Bluetooth. Here’s 
an example. 

Initially [Settings/Instrument/Connect] will display “No connection”. 

 

Additionally, if you have not already added your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor, you will not 
see it in the list of available devices to connect to, shown by tapping 
[Settings/Instrument/Connect]. 

 

Your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor needs to be added to the list of available devices to 
connect to, that your iPhone is aware of. Tap [Settings/Instrument/Find Bluetooth] 



 

This will bring up a menu to add your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor to the list of Bluetooth 
devices your iPhone is aware of. 

 

If your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor does not appear here, or is offline, please see the 
manufacturer’s instructions for help enabling your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor. To add 
your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor to the list of devices your iPhone is aware of, tap its 
reference in the list. 

You will see a confirmation. This does not mean the app is connected to your OB6/P6 
yet. It just means that your Bluetooth MIDI adaptor is now available to connect to. 

Note, your iPhone remembers previous Bluetooth devices even if they are currently 
unavailable and may show them as in “MacBook Pro” seen in the example above . 
These will be identified as “Offline”. 

 



Back up to the root of the [Settings] tab. You should now see your Bluetooth MIDI 
adaptor in the list of available connections under [Settings/Instrument/Connect]. Tap 
it to connect. 

 

You should see a dialog box confirming you have successfully connected to your 
Bluetooth MIDI adaptor. The app then queries what it finds on the end of that to 
check it’s what’s expected, namely your OB6/P6, and that the app is set up correctly 
to communicate with it. 

If there are any errors they will be reported at this step. 

 

A successful connection will be shown both beside the 
[Settings/Instrument/Connect] menu item and also in the corner of the [Display] of 
the [Panel] tab. 

Setting up your OB6/P6 and the app to work together. 



Various settings on your OB6/P6 and in the app must be made to ensure correct 
operation. 

The MIDI channel that your OB6/P6 is set to transmit and receive on, must match the 
MIDI channel that the app is set to transmit and receive on. 

To set the MIDI channel of your OB6/P6, press [GLOBALS] so it lights red. The top row 
of global parameters named above buttons [0] to [9] can now be set. Press [MIDI 
CHANNEL 2] to select the MIDI channel parameter. Now use [Increment] and 
[Decrement] to set the desired MIDI channel. Now press [GLOBALS] until no lights are 
lit above it to return your OB6/P6 to normal operation. 

 

Tap [Settings/Instrument/MIDI channel] to set the MIDI channel of the app. See 
Chapter 5. Settings. 

 

The following additional settings must be made on your OB6/P6 for correct operation 
of the app. 

Press [GLOBALS] so it lights red. The top row of global parameters named above 
buttons [0] to [9] can now be set.  

Press [MIDI control 7] to access the MIDI control parameter. Use [Increment] and 
[Decrement] to make the correct selection. Select “On”. 



 

Press [MIDI SysEx 8] to access the MIDI SysEx parameter. Use [Increment] and 
[Decrement] to make the correct selection. Set to “USB” or “MIDI” (displayed as “USb“ 
and “Nid” respectively). 

You should select the option that matches the method you used to connect the app 
and your OB6/P6. 

 

Press [MIDI Out 9] to access the MIDI out parameter. Use [Increment] and 
[Decrement] to make the correct selection. Set to “USB” or “MIDI” (displayed as “USb“ 
and “Nid” respectively). 

You should select the option that matches the method you used to connect the app 
and your OB6/P6. Or you can set it to “both” (displayed as “btH”). 

 

5. Settings 



The pictures in this section are composites. The indented sections are the sub menus 
activated by tapping the menu item above them. 

INSTRUMENT 

 

1. Model 

Select your instrument. The Sequential OB6 and Prophet 6 are currently supported. 

Notes: 

• The app maintains separate databases for each instrument. Both will require syncing. 
See Chapter 6. Syncing the database. 



• If you switch between instruments you will have to reconnect to the instrument 
switched to. See Chapter 4. Connecting. 

2. MIDI channel 

Use the - and + buttons to select the MIDI channel of the app. This should match your 
OB6/P6. 

3. FInd Bluetooth 

If you’re connecting via MIDI over Bluetooth, your iPhone will first need to connect to 
a Bluetooth MIDI adaptor. Only then will it appear under the list of available devices to 
connect to, shown by tapping [Settings/Instrument/Connect]. 

Tapping [Settings/Instrument/Find Bluetooth] opens an OS specific view and may 
differ from what’s shown. It will list available nearby Bluetooth devices and their 
offline/online status. Select a device to connect to it if it is “Not Connected”. “Offline” 
devices cannot be found but appear because your iPhone remembers them. 

Press Edit and select a device if you need your iPhone to ‘forget’ it. This may be 
useful when troubleshooting. 

4. Connect 

This option will display a list of available devices to connect to. If you’re using a USB 
MIDI interface via a USB camera adaptor, or a Bluetooth MIDI adaptor, those devices 
should appear in this list with an appropriate name. If you’re connecting to your 
OB6/P6 via USB and a USB camera adaptor, you should see a reference to the 
instrument itself. “OB6” or “Prophet-6”, for example. 

You may also see a reference to an RTP-MIDI network session such as “Network 
Session 1”. See Chapter 10. RTP-MIDI. 

Tap an entry in the list to connect to it. The app will attempt to connect to your 
OB6/P6 via this device. You should receive an alert confirming a connection was 
establised. See Chapter 4. Connecting. 

If you’re already connected to a device there will be a blue tick beside it. Tap the 
device to disconnect. 

5. Test Connection 



This is a helper function if you require confirmation a connection is established 
between your OB6/P6 and the app. Tap [Settings/Instrument/Test Connection] and 
the app will attempt to play a note on your OB6/P6. 

This option will be greyed out/disabled if there’s no connection establised between 
your OB6/P6 and the app. 

DATABASE 

 

1. Sync 

To enable patch filtering the app must maintain a database of the patch names and 
categories in your OB6/P6. This normally only needs to be done once, in bulk. If you 
make any name or category changes, or add, move or delete patches, outside of the 
app - you will need to resync the database. 

The fastest method to sync the database is to connect the app and your OB6/P6 
directly via USB with a USB camera adaptor. 

See Chapter 6. Syncing the database. 

2. Show 

Assuming the database and your OB6/P6 are in sync, this option displays a list in 
numerical order of the patches in your OB6/P6's memory. 

At the top of the list are shortcuts to navigate by bank, return to the top of the list, or 
jump to the last patch in the current bank. 



If any bank/program locations are not synced, it will be shown. 

You can tap on a patch in the list to switch to that bank and program number on your 
OB6/P6, if you’re connected. 

3. Dump database 

This will clear the database. An alert will appear asking for confirmation. This is a 
destructive action and cannot be undone. This will not effect the contents of your 
OB6/P6. 

PREFERENCES 

 

 

1. Always confirm changes 

Toggle this switch to stop the app asking for confirmation every time you make name 
or category changes. Please use this carefully as changes are destructive and cannot 
be undone. The default setting is always ask. 



2. Don’t allow your iPhone to sleep 

Toggle this switch to stop your iPhone going to sleep. If your iPhone sleeps for too 
long it may forget its connection to your OB6/P6. 

3. Start Program 

Tapping this item navigates to a sub menu where you can set what the app should do 
when it first connects to your OB6/P6. 

Last loaded. Loads the patch that was loaded the last time you closed the app. 

Always preferred. Always loads the patch selected with the number picker found here 
[Settings/Preferences/Start Program/Bank and program]. 

None. If this option is chosen, when navigating to the [Panel] tab for the first time, the 
[Panel] tab is inactive until a patch is selected on your OB6/P6. 

4. Reset preferences. 

Resets all preferences to their defaults. You will be asked for confirmation. 

INFORMATION 

 

Pages detailing how to get help, legal messages, and more information about the 
app, can be found here. 

6. Syncing the database 

To sync the app database with your OB6/P6, tap [Settings/Database/Sync]. If there is 
no active connection to your OB6/P6 this option will be disabled and you will need to 
connect. See Chapter 4. Connecting. The number of synced patches is shown on the 
right. “1000 records”, for example. 



 

Tapping [Settings/Database/Sync] will open an alert titled “Syncing database: waiting 
for SysEx”. The app is now listening for incoming patches and you should now initiate 
the transfer of patches to the app from the front panel of your OB6/P6. 

As patches are received their names will be briefly seen in the alert so that you can 
monitor progress. Once no patches have been received for a few seconds, the alert 
will read “Waiting for SysEx” again. You can either send more patches or finish 
syncing by tapping the [Done] button. 

 

To send patches follow the procedure outlined below as found in your OB6/P6’s 
manual. 

Press [GLOBALS] twice so it lights amber. The bottom row of global parameters 
named above buttons [0] to [9] can now be set.  

Press [Pgm Dump 8] to access your OB6/P6's Program Dump function. Use 
[Increment] and [Decrement] to select how many programs you want to send at once. 
Options are program (displayed as “Pr0”), ten (displayed as “tEn”), bank (displayed as 
“bAn”), user (displayed as “USr”), and all (displayed as “ALL”). 



These options transmit the current program, ten programs from the currently 
selected bank and tens location, the current bank, all user banks (0-4), or all banks 
(both user and factory), respectively. 

The red [WRITE] button should be flashing. Press this to send the patches. 

When complete, press [GLOBALS] until no lights are lit above it, to return your OB6/P6 
to normal operation. 

 

It can be useful to only send single patches, tens of patches, or just a bank, to save 
time if the app and your OB6/P6 are connected via a slow or an unreliable 
connection. 

7. Panel 

 



1. Previous patch. Selects the previous patch either numerically or within the current set 
of filtered patches. 

2. Next patch. Selects the next patch either numerically or within the current set of 
filtered patches. 

3. Edit patch name. Allows editing of the name of the current patch. Factory patches 
numbered 500 and above cannot be edited, shown by grey text. Patch names can be 
up to 20 characters. See Chapter 9. Editing. 

4. Edit patch category. Allows editing of the category of the current patch. Factory 
patches numbered 500 and above cannot be edited, shown by grey text. See Chapter 
9. Editing. 

5. Favourite. Toggles the current patch as a favourite. Favourite is a category available 
as a filter in the Filter tab. If a patch is a favourite, the star icon (8) will be lit bright red. 

6. Filter. Toggles between showing all patches or only those patches that belong to the 
categories selected in the Filter tab. If no categories are currently selected this 
function will be unavailable, shown by grey text. 

7. Display. 
8. Favourite icon. If the current patch is a favourite, this icon will be lit bright red. 

Tapping this will toggle the current patch as a favourite. 
9. Bank and program. This shows the bank and program in the format B PP in the same 

manner as your OB6/P6’s display. Tapping this brings up a numerical keypad allowing 
you to enter a bank and program number directly. 

10. Category. This shows the category of the current patch followed by the number of 
patches in that category. 

11. Patch name. This shows the name of the current patch.  
12. Counter. Shows which patch of all the available patches in the current filter set you 

are on. For example if in the Filter tab you’ve selected “Lead” and “Pad” and there are 
75 patches in total and you’ve already previewed the first 5, the counter will read 
“5/75”. Tapping this counter jumps to the first patch of the currently filtered subset of 
patches. If filtering is not selected this will read “-/-” and be unlit. 

13. Connection. This shows the device the app is currently connected to as selected in 
the list of available devices to connect to. Shown by tapping 
[Settings/Instrument/Connect]. If you’re connecting directly to your OB6/P6 it should 
show the instrument’s name. If you’re connecting via a USB MIDI adaptor it will show 
the name of that adaptor. If there is no connection it will read “No connection”. See 
Chapter 4. Connecting. 

14. Panel tab. Navigates to the Panel tab. You will be advised if there is no connection 
currently establised between the app and your OB6/P6 and the panel function will be 
unavailable.See Chapter 7. Panel. 

15. Filter tab. Navigates to the Filter tab. If your database is incomplete you will be 
advised as such and asked to sync your database. See Chapter 6. Syncing the 
database. Filtering will still be available but will not accurately reflect the contents of 
your OB6/P6.  

16. Settings tab. Navigates to the Settings tab. See Chapter 5. Settings. 



8. Filter 

 
1. Clear all. Green buttons are not categories, they perform functions. This button 

unselects all selected categories.  
2. Set current as filter. Green buttons are not categories, they perform functions. This 

sets the category of the current patch as the only filter. 
3. Unselected category. If an orange button is unlit, that category is currently not 

included in the filter. The name of the category and the number of patches in that 
category are shown on all category buttons. Tap buttons to select or unselect them. 

4. Empty category. Unlit red buttons are categories with no members. They cannot be 
selected. 

5. Selected category. If an orange button is lit, that category is currently included in the 
filter.  

6. Swipe horizontally to see all categories. Tap, hold and drag categories to rearrange 
their order. 

7. Panel tab. Navigates to the Panel tab. You will be advised if there is no connection 
currently establised between the app and your OB6/P6 and the panel function will be 
unavailable.See Chapter 7. Panel. 

8. Filter tab. Navigates to the Filter tab. If your database is incomplete you will be 
advised as such and asked to sync your database. See Chapter 6. Syncing the 
database. Filtering will still be available but will not accurately reflect the contents of 
your OB6/P6.  

9. Settings tab. Navigates to the Settings tab. See Chapter 5. Settings. 

9. Editing 

To edit either the patch name or the patch category, tap [Edit name] or [Edit cat] as 
applicable. 



If you’re editing the patch name, the patch name text field in the display will become 
editable. Enter the new name and tap [Done] when complete or [Cancel] to cancel the 
operation. 

 

If you’re editing the category, a sub menu will pop up showing the available 
categories. It will default to the current category. Select a new category. Tap [Done] 
when complete or [Cancel] to cancel the operation. 

 

A dialog will appear detailing the change you’re making and asking you to confirm it. 
Alternatively you can cancel the pending change. 



 

Tapping [Done] writes the name or category change to the patch found in the current 
bank and program location. 

Note, the current patch in the app is always taken from the instrument’s memory, not 
the edit buffer. If you have made changes to the current patch on your OB6/P6 
without having saved them, and then attempt to change the name or category, a 
warning will appear preventing you from continuing until you save the patch or reload 
it. 

To reload it press the corresponding number button on your instrument of the patch’s 
right most digit. If the patch is 310, press [0]. If the patch is 499, press [9], and so on. 

 

The best workflow is to save a patch you’re working on to the OB6/P6’s memory, 
before changing the name or category in the app. 

As of build 1.3 the app supports Bluetooth keyboards. 

10. RTP-MIDI 

RTP-MIDI (also known as AppleMIDI) is a protocol to transport MIDI messages within 
RTP (Real-time Protocol) packets over Ethernet and WiFi networks. 



Installation and setup details for Windows to follow. 

MacOS 

 

Connect your OB6/P6 to your Mac via USB. 

Your computer and your iPhone that the app is running on must be on the same 
network. 

Launch Audio MIDI Setup which is normally found in /Applications/Utilities  

 

Open the “MIDI Studio’ window” if it is not already open. Select “Window” in the top 
menu bar and select “Show MIDI Studio”. 



In the top right hand corner is a globe icon “Configure Network Driver”. Click this. 

 

In the “MIDI Network Setup” window, under “My Sessions”, click the + icon to create a 
new session. Double click on it to rename it. In this tutorial we’ll name it “Patchhero”. 
Enable the session by clicking the checkbox beside it. 

Make sure the app is running as this makes your iPhone discoverable. It should 
appear under “Directory” with a green icon beside it. 

 

Select your iPhone shown in “Directory” and click “Connect”. If the connection was 
succesful you should see the name of your iPhone on the right under “Participants”. 
You can select your iPhone and disconnect here should you need to. 

The app should automatically detect that an RTP-MIDI session has been initiated and 
you will see a diaog to this effect. Tap “OK” to contiue. 

Please note, if your iPhone goes to sleep, or you switch to a different app, you will 
need to reconnect to the session. You can disable sleep mode in 
[Settings/Preferences]. See Chapter 5. Settings. 



 

In the list of available devices to connect to shown by tapping 
[Settings/Instrument/Connect] you should see a reference to your network. It will be 
named something like “Network Session 1”. 

Note, you may have seen this in the list before following the steps above, but you will 
get an error if you try to connet without establishing a RTP-MIDI session first 

Don’t tap it yet. We need to use a program to route MIDI data between the network 
and your OB6/P6. 

Download SubtleSoft’s MidiPipe from here 

http://www.subtlesoft.square7.net/MidiPipe.html  

(Please consider donating to the author Nico Wold if you find this software useful and 
use it regularly)  

Download the example .mipi file from here and load it into MidiPipe 

https://www.patchhero.app/assets/rtp-midi.mipi 

Alternatively set it up manually with the following steps, but be sure to save it. You 
will need to run MidiPipe whenever you wish to use the app with RTP-MIDI. 

• In the left hand panel, select a MIDI In Tool and drag it to the right hand panel, and 
select it there 

• In the drop down list titled MIDI input, below both panels, select your RTP-MIDI 
session. As created and named in Audio MIDI Setup, My Sessions. The example we’re 
using is Patchhero 

• In the left hand panel, select a MIDI Out Tool and drag it to the right hand panel, and 
select it there 

• In the drop down list titled MIDI output, select your OB6/P6 
• In the left hand panel, select a MIDI In Tool and drag it to the right hand panel, and 

select it there 
• In the drop down list titled MIDI Input, select your OB6/P6 



• In the left hand panel, select a MIDI Out Tool and drag it to the right hand panel, and 
select it there 

• In the drop down list titled MIDI output, select your RTP-MIDI session 

 

  

Please note, this is effectively a USB connection so the app and your OB6/P6 should 
be configured for a USB connection. See Chapter 4. Connecting. 

Now tap the reference to the network in the list of available devices to connect to, 
shown by tapping [Settings/Instrument/Connect]. 

You should see a dialog confirming a successful connection. 

 

You can now use the app! 


